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We model and incorporate the PA efﬁciency in the energy-delay trade-off present in Shannon's
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saving potential strongly depends on the network load and PA efﬁciency characteristics. We
also investigate the impact of additional delay in the downlink on the energy consumption of
the mobile terminal.
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demand. We consider a multi-cell MM system and provide the guidelines to dimension the PA
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1. Introduction

"We do not inherit the Earth from
our ancestors we borrow it from our
children." Ancient proverb

In order to meet the exponential growth of mobile data demand and ensure seamless coverage, wireless access networks are undergoing widespread proliferation. The
consequent increase in energy consumption by wireless networks is not sustainable
as wireless access networks already consume 0.5 percent of global energy supply and
there is a general drive to reduce CO2 emission, e.g., a target to lower CO2 emissions
20 percent by 2020 was set by the European Commissions in 2008 [1]. Moreover,
the share of annual energy cost is constantly increasing and currently it contributes to
around 50 percent of the total operating expenditure (OPEX) to run a network [2, 3].
Unfortunately, the revenue from catering for the exponential increase in capacity demand may not increase at all. Business viability as well as environmental awareness
have sparked keen interest in developing systems and solutions that can achieve high
capacity with a signiﬁcant increase in energy efﬁciency (EE) [3–13].
To design an energy efﬁcient network, it is important to consider the fact that there
is a signiﬁcant variation in trafﬁc demand throughout the day. Recent data shows
that the daily maximum loads are even two to ten times higher than the daily minimum loads, see Fig. 1.1. Unfortunately, the dimensioning of contemporary wireless
networks is dominated by the capacity and coverage requirements during busy hour
without assigning much importance to EE. As a result, a base station (BS) running
without any actual load consumes around half the energy it requires to run at full
load [14]. In a recent study [15], it is shown that the total energy consumed by a
network for actual user data transmissions is about 10 percent and the rest is mainly
consumed by the BSs to ensure coverage. It is also shown that only 20 percent of the
BSs carry 80 percent of the trafﬁc, whereof only ﬁve to ten percent of the BSs are
highly loaded [16].
Moreover, the power consumption of cellular networks is mostly dominated by
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Figure 1.1. Daily data trafﬁc variation in Europe [14]

macro BSs where the power ampliﬁer (PA) consumes around 55 − 70 percent of total
energy [14]. Unfortunately, the efﬁciency of PAs are high only near the maximum
output power and keeps diminishing when transmit power reduces. One of the main
challenges of designing energy efﬁcient wireless networks lies in coping with this
temporal and spatial load variations (TSLV) given the non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics of the PAs.
In this thesis, we aim to provide guidelines for the design and operation of an energy
efﬁcient wireless network. We consider the non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics of the
PA while proposing the energy efﬁcient solution for a wireless access network that
copes with the TSLV. We model and incorporate the PA efﬁciency characteristics in
the energy-delay trade-off present in Shannon’s capacity model in order to investigate
the energy saving potential by allowing concedable excess delay. Our best response
based distributed algorithm identiﬁes the transmit powers for different users’ location
in the presence of inter-cell interference and slow fading in order to minimize total
energy consumption under delay constraint. We also investigate the impact of this
additional delay in the downlink on the energy consumption of the mobile terminal
(MT).
In order to cater for very high capacity, the two leading candidate technologies are i)
densiﬁcation of wireless network with small cells, i.e., increasing the number of BSs
in a given area and ii) mounting a huge number of antennas at the BS, i.e., deployment
of massive MIMO (MM) [17]. In this thesis, we devise schemes to improve the EE
of both the technologies taking into consideration the non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics of the PA and the temporal load variation (TLV). We provide the guidelines for
the PA efﬁciency and TLV aware energy efﬁcient densiﬁcation of a wireless network
with small cells. For MM systems, we provide guidelines to dimension the PA for
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the antennas and develop energy efﬁcient antenna adaptation schemes to cope with
the TLV in order to maintain high EE throughout twenty-four hour operation. Note
that we use the daily load proﬁle (DLP) proposed in [14, 18] to represent TLV. Also
note that both the maximum energy saving and EE reported in this thesis refer to the
ones achieved through the convergence of the BRI at the Nash equilibrium.
The structure of the thesis is as follows: A general background to the research
problem is introduced in Section 1.1. The main research questions addressed in this
thesis are deﬁned in Section 1.2. A summary of the main contributions of this thesis
is presented in Section 1.3. Chapter 2 contains the general assumptions and models
used in this thesis. In Chapter 3, ﬁrst we discuss the energy saving potential of
energy-delay trade-off in the downlink of a wireless system and its impact on the
energy consumption of a mobile terminal (MT). Then we study the energy efﬁcient
densiﬁcation of a wireless network with small cells and investigate the impact of
DLP and PA efﬁciency on the EE-aware switching on/off of small cells. Chapter 4
discusses the dimensioning of PAs for MM systems and the schemes developed to
improve EE of MM systems by adapting the number of antennas to the DLP. The
thesis is concluded in Chapter 5.

1.1

1.1.1

Background and Motivation

Power Ampliﬁer Efﬁciency

Different classes of traditional power ampliﬁers (TPAs) are bounded by maximum
achievable efﬁciencies which are attained at around the maximum designated output
power, i.e., near the compression region [19]. Unfortunately, recent technologies
such as code division multiple access (CDMA) and orthogonal frequency-division
multiplexing (OFDM) employ non-constant envelope modulation schemes where the
transmitters rarely operate at the maximum transmit power. This requires higher
efﬁciency at output power levels which are lower than the designated maximum.
Fortunately, there are several techniques to improve the efﬁciency of a PA throughout
the operating range, e.g., [20]:
• The Envelope Tracking Power Ampliﬁer (ET-PA): ET-PA utilizes a linear PA and a
supply modulation circuit where the supply voltage tracks the input envelope [21].
With the help of a dc-dc converter the supply voltage VDD is adjusted according to
the RF envelope that needs to be ampliﬁed.
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• Doherty Ampliﬁer: The Doherty ampliﬁer consists of two or more PAs which
operate in parallel. The main device typically saturates at a certain power; for
higher power other devices join and altogether reach the maximum output power
resulting in multiple efﬁciency peaks [22, 23].
• Envelope Elimination and Restoration (EER): EER uses a combination of a highefﬁciency switch mode PA with an envelope re-modulation circuit. The carrier is
ampliﬁed by a non-linear ampliﬁer and the envelope of the signal is ampliﬁed by a
lower frequency but highly linear ampliﬁer. Finally, both signals are combined at
the output to resurrect the ampliﬁed version of the original signal [20].
Considering 7 − 8 dB peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR), ET-PA is superior to
other techniques that ensure improved efﬁciency in the required dynamic range of
output power levels. This is due to the fact that ET-PA offers higher overall average
power-added efﬁciency (PAE), increased available peak power, very low correction
gain and wider tunable bandwidth compared to Doherty ampliﬁers [24]. On the other
hand, though the EER is comparable to ET-PA in terms of efﬁciency improvement,
it is comparatively more sensitive to the path mismatch effect and suffers from the
slowness of the envelope restoration feedback loop [25, 26]. Due to its superiority,
the ET-PA has already been widely accepted by the wireless industry as the preferred
PA and about eight billion ET-PA are expected to be shipped by 2020 [27].

1.1.2

Energy-Delay Trade-off

Shannon’s capacity under an Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) channel can
be expressed as
C=


gp 
1
log2 1 +
2
N

(1.1)

where g represents the power loss mainly due to the path loss and N is the noise
power. Now, if the time necessary to transmit one bit of information is given by
t=

1
C,

the energy per bit Eb can be given by [28]
Eb (t) = tPP A =

where PP A =

p
η(p)


t N 2
2t − 1
η(p) g

(1.2)

is the actual power consumed by the PA when transmitting the

average power p as η(p) gives the efﬁciency of the PA when transmitting power p.
It is evident from (1.2) that, if the PA efﬁciency η(p) is a constant number, the
energy consumption for transmitting a bit of information can be reduced if additional
transmission time is conceded (e.g., see plot for ideal-PA in Fig. 1.2). This trade-off
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Figure 1.2. Energy per bit versus transmission time per bit
corresponding to SNR between 0.15 dB and 20
dB which is typical for a wireless link.
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Figure 1.3. Efﬁciency versus output power characteristics for
both TPA and ET-PA based on the schematic proposed in [29].

provides the opportunity to reduce transmit power in the PA at the cost of additional
delay and save energy [30–32]. However, Fig. 1.3 shows that the efﬁciency of a nonideal PA reduces when it operates away from the maximum output power. In reality,
the PAs rarely operate close to its maximum output power due to the fact that modern
technologies, e.g., WCDMA and OFDM, employ a waveform whose PAPR is around
7 − 8 dB and requires good linearity [33]. If the non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics
of the PAs are taken into account, the energy consumption keeps decreasing until the
delay goes beyond a certain limit, see the plots for TPA and ET-PA in Fig. 1.2.

1.1.3

Massive MIMO

The MIMO (Multiple-input and multiple-output) technique is a means to increase
throughput, diversity and mitigate interference using multiple transmit and receive
antennas to exploit multipath propagation. For single-user MIMO, it has been established that with M transmit antennas and N reception antennas, capacity scales
approximately min(M, N ) times compared to a single antenna system [34]. Similar capacity scaling is achievable in multi-user MIMO when a BS with M antennas
communicates with N single antenna MTs [35].
Recently, Marzetta T. L. has introduced the concept of massive MIMO showing
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the potential SE and EE gains from the deployment of an excess of antennas in TDD
mode of operation [36]. In MM systems, each BS uses hundreds of antennas to be
able to simultaneously serve tens of MTs on the same time-frequency resource, by
downlink multi-user precoding and uplink multi-user detection [37]. MM systems
are expected to play a pivotal role in delivering very high capacity in next generation networks (NGNs) as the channel vectors between users and the BS becomes
nearly orthogonal due to the massive number of antennas for most propagation environments [37]. The resulting EE gain is also signiﬁcant as it is possible to get O(M )
array gains and O(K) multiplexing gains under such favorable propagation [38].
Here, M stands for the number of antennas and K stands for the number of users
served at a time. The EE is the beneﬁt-cost ratio of a network and is deﬁned as the
number of bits transferred per Joule of energy and hence can be computed as the
ratio of average sum rate (in bit/second) and the average total power consumption
(in Joule/second) [39]. In [40], the authors show that MM replacing a SISO system
improves the spectral efﬁciency (SE) and radiated EE simultaneously by more than
a hundred times. However, in [41], the authors show that if the circuit power is also
considered, increasing the number of antennas is likely to decrease the EE given that
each antenna has usually its own RF chain. Further improvement in the EE of an
MM system is possible by applying different techniques, e.g., adaptation of number
of antennas to the network load, transceiver redesign and operation in mm-wave [38].

1.2

Thesis Focus and High Level Questions

The target of several orders of magnitude increase in EE necessitates a paradigm
shift in the way the wireless network, infrastructure and its components are designed,
dimensioned, managed and operated. The key areas of interest can be broadly summarized as i) hardware components with capability of selective turning on/off ii) link
and network level resource management iii) planning and deployment of small cells
and/or MM systems, and iv) network operation [3, 6, 7, 10, 14].
In this thesis, we focus on the EE of the wireless access network and devise energy
efﬁcient solutions at the network level. The main goal of the thesis is:
to reduce the energy consumption of contemporary wireless access networks and
devise a way forward to meet exponential capacity growth in an energy efﬁcient
manner while considering the impediments imposed by the load variations and the
non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics of PAs.
The high level questions addressed in this thesis are
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• HQ1: How to reduce energy consumption of the traditional wireless access networks considering the TSLV and the non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics of PA?
• HQ2: How to design future wireless access networks that can cater for very high
capacity and maintain very high EE while coping with the TLV and non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics of PA?

1.3

Summary of the Publications

This thesis is an overview of seven publications. In the ﬁrst three publications, we
study and model the non-ideal energy efﬁciency characteristics of the PA, devise
mechanisms to save energy in the PA at the cost of small additional delay in a multicell environment and then study the impact of this additional delay on the energy
consumption of the MTs. We take the DLP into consideration in order to quantify
the energy saving potential by the energy-delay trade-off. The next four publications
deal with the PA efﬁciency and DLP aware energy efﬁcient heterogeneous network
(HetNet) and load-adaptive MM systems.
In Publication I, we study the impact of PA efﬁciency characteristics on energy
consumption by a cellular network. We model the efﬁciency characteristics of ET-PA
and investigate the energy saving potential by replacing the TPA with the ET-PA in a
WCDMA network.
In Publication II, we study the energy saving potential of energy-delay trade-off
in the downlink of a cellular system in the presence of inter-cell interference and
fading while considering the non-ideal PA efﬁciency characteristics. We investigate
the potential for energy saving by lowering the transmit power level at different user
locations in a cell at the cost of additional ﬂow level delay. We model the trafﬁc at
ﬂow level and use the concept of ﬂow throughput in order to account for and control
additional delay. The BS is modelled as an M/G/1 − P S queue (as per Kendall’s
notation) which mimics the proportional fair scheduling [42]. We develop a best
response iteration (BRI) based distributed power control algorithm where each BS
independently decides the transmit power for different location based users in the
cell in order to minimize energy consumption. The convergence of the algorithm has
been proven under a game theoretic approach.
In publication III, we investigate the impact of additional delay in the downlink on
the energy consumption of MTs due to prolonged reception time and quantify the
energy saving potential in the downlink without any signiﬁcant increase in power
consumption in the MT. We also study how much energy can be saved in both the
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uplink and downlink of a wireless access network by energy-delay trade-off under
delay constraints.
The HetNet and MM systems are two leading technologies to cater for very high
capacity in order to meet the exponential growth of capacity demand. In Publication
IV, we study the DLP and PA aware energy efﬁcient HetNet. We consider a HetNet
consisting of macro BSs and out-band micro BSs. We show that sequential switching
on/off of the micro BSs along with always on macro BS is the way forward to cater
for increasing capacity demand. We also investigate the impact of PA efﬁciency and
additional delay on the EE-aware switching on/off of the micro BSs. Our results indicate that inefﬁcient PAs not only consume more energy but also require turning on the
micro BSs at lower loads compared to efﬁcient PAs. This leads to the requirements
of a higher number of BSs to serve same areas and loads for certain load conditions
when using inefﬁcient PAs.
In Publications I-IV, we use an improved version of the BS power consumption
model proposed by the EARTH (Energy Aware Radio and neTwork tecHnologies)
consortium [14]; more speciﬁcally, the dynamic power consumption in the PA incorporates the non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics of the PA. This model maps the
transmit power to the actual total input power consumption of the BS more accurately.
In Publications V-VII, we devise mechanisms to dynamically adapt the number of
antennas of BSs with the MM to the DLP in order to maximize the EE throughout the day. In Publication V, we take into consideration the non-ideal efﬁciency
characteristics of the non-ideal PAs along with the DLP in order to investigate the
impact of PA dimensioning on EE in a load-adaptive MM system. We consider the
total transmit power per BS to be ﬁxed for this analysis. Our results indicate that
there is a clear choice for the optimum dimension of the PA and deviating from that
choice reduces the EE of a network. In Publication VI and VII, we relax the ﬁxed
total power constraint for the BS and dimension an MM system that copes with the
TLV and maintains high EE throughout the day while considering the non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics of PAs. As the BS serves a number of users simultaneously and
the user rate depends on the number of active users and active antennas, we model
the BS as a state-dependent M/G/m/m queue [43, 44]. We formulate the joint EE
maximization problem for the cells where each cell identiﬁes the required number of
active antennas at each user state that maximizes EE through BRI. We prove the convergence of the BRI based algorithm under a game theoretic approach. Our results
indicate that the EE of the network can be signiﬁcantly improved, especially, when
the network load is low to medium at the cost of user data rate. Also, we improve the
power consumption model of MM by considering the non-ideal PA efﬁciency.
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2. Methodology and Theoretical Models

This chapter provides the details about the models and methodology followed in this
thesis.

2.1

PA Efﬁciency Model

We consider both TPA and ET-PA in this analysis. In the TPA case, the maximum
efﬁciency is achieved only when it operates near the compression region, i.e., at
the maximum output power. On the other hand, ET-PA achieves better efﬁciency
throughout the operating range by tracking the radio frequency (RF) signal and regulating the supply voltage accordingly. In order to transmit an average output power
p, the total input power needed by a BS with TPA can be approximated as [45]
PT P A (p) ≈

1
p · Pmax,PA
η

(2.1)

where η denotes the maximum PA efﬁciency when transmitting the designated maximum output power Pmax,PA of the PA. Note that p reﬂects the average transmit power
of the BS and the PA must be able to handle the peak power, i.e., p must be at least
8 dB less than Pmax,PA as the typical PAPR of recent technologies, e.g., OFDM, is 8
dB [46].
In Publication I, we model the efﬁciency characteristics of ET-PA based on those
suggested in [29] where the efﬁciency characteristics have been derived by taking
the ET trajectory (i.e., by modulating the supply voltage according to the RF input
power) of a representative sequence of modeled results of efﬁciency vs. output power
at different ﬁxed power supply voltage. By curve ﬁtting, the operating efﬁciency of
the ET-PA η(p), at any output power level p can be modeled with the following
equation

p(1 + )
η(p)
=
.
η
p + Pmax,P A

(2.2)

The total power consumption is approximately a linear function of the actual transmit
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power, i.e.,
PET −P A (p) ≈

1
(p + Pmax,PA )
(1 + )η

(2.3)

where  ≈ 0.0082 is a PA dependent parameter. Note that we do not consider the
power consumed by the voltage supply modulation circuit.

2.2

Base Station Power Consumption Model

For the Publications II-IV, we consider single input single output (SISO) systems,
i.e., each of the BSs and MTs is equipped with a single antenna. we consider the
widely used BS power consumption model proposed by the EARTH project for this
SISO system [14]. However, instead of using ﬁxed efﬁciency for the PAs, we use the
dynamic PA efﬁciency models which are given in Section 2.1. For the Publications VVII, we analyse the energy efﬁciency of MM systems. We assume that each antenna
has its own PA. The total power consumed in a BS c with Mc active antennas and Kc
users is modeled as [39, 47]
Pctot (Kc , Mc ) = PBB (Kc , Mc ) + Mc PP A (p) + POth

(2.4)

where PBB (Kc , Mc ) is the base band signal processing power when the BS serves
Kc number of users simultaneously with Mc number of antennas and PP A (p) gives
the DC input power in the PA when the average output power is p. POth includes
the power consumption due to site cooling, control signal, DC-DC conversion loss,
etc. For MM systems, base band power consumption is signiﬁcant as some parts of
this consumption scale with the number of antennas and users as discussed in Section
2.2.1.

2.2.1

Baseband Power Consumption

For baseband and ﬁxed power consumption we use the model proposed in [47]. The
total circuit power is given by
PBB = PTC + PCE + PC/D + PLP .

(2.5)

The power consumed in the transceiver is given by PTC = M PBS + PSYN where M
is the number of antennas, PBS is the power required to run the circuit components,
e.g., converters, mixers and ﬁlters attached to each antenna at the BS, and PSYN is the
power consumed by the local oscillator. PCE is the power required for channel estimation. PC/D = PCOD + PDEC , i.e., the total power required for channel encoding
and decoding. PLP is the power consumed by linear processing. According to [47],
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the total baseband power can be expressed as
PBB (Mc , Kc ) = AKc Rc +

3


C0,i Kci +Mc

i=0



2

i=0





C0BB

+

1
Tc ), C1,2

=

3B
LBS , A

(2.6)


C1BB

where C0,0 = PSYN , C0,1 = 0, C0,2 = 0, C0,3 =
B
LBS (2

C1,i Kci

B
3Tc LBS , C1,0

= PBS , C1,1 =

= PCOD + PDEC , Kc is the number of users served

at a time by cell c, Rc is the average user rate as discussed in Section 2.4.2 and B is
the bandwidth, LBS is computational efﬁciency in the BS (Gﬂops/Watt) and Tc is the
coherence interval. The power consumption C1BB gets multiplied with Mc whereas
C0BB does not.

2.2.2

Total Power Consumption for Fixed Power per BS

In Publication V, we assume the total BS transmit power to be ﬁxed. As a result, with
Mc antennas and a total transmit power Pc , the power per antenna of a BS c becomes
Pc /Mc . Using the power model for ET-PA as in (2.3) the corresponding total input
power for the PAs is

1
(Pc /Mc + Pmax,PA )
(1 + )η
Pmax,PA
Pc
+
Mc .
=
(1 + )η (1 + )η
 
 

PP A (Pc , Mc ) = Mc

C0P A

C1P A

So, for both the baseband processing and PA, a part of the power consumption is
constant and the other part of the consumption linearly increases with the number of
antennas. Combining those parts accordingly the total power consumed by cell c can
be written as
Pctot (Kc , Mc ) ≈ C0 + C1 Mc

(2.7)

where C0 = C0P A + C0BB + POth and C1 = C1P A + C1BB . Note that for TPA case,

C0P A = 0 and C1P A = η1 Pc Pmax,PA /Mc .

2.2.3

Total Power Consumption for Fixed Power per Antenna

In Publications VI and VII, we do not consider the total BS transmit power to be
ﬁxed. Instead we set the average transmit power per antenna to p. The total input
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Figure 2.1. Power consumption by BS with TPA according to the model described in Section 2.2.3 with
the parameters used in Section 4.4.

power required by Mc antennas is C1P A Mc where

C1P A =

⎧

⎪
⎨ η1 pPmax,PA ,

if TPA

⎪
⎩

if ET-PA.

p
(1+)η

+

Pmax,PA
(1+)η ,

(2.8)

Combining with baseband and other power consumptions, the total power consumption can be written as
Pctot (Kc , Mc ) ≈ C0 + C1 Mc

(2.9)

where C0 = C0BB +POth and C1 = C1P A +C1BB . Fig. 2.1 gives the power consumptions for different combinations of simultaneously served users and active antennas
for the parameters used in Section 4.4.

2.3

Trafﬁc Model

In Publications II-IV, we study the energy-delay trade-off under different contexts. In
these studies, we model trafﬁc at ﬂow level, i.e., we consider the long-term resource
allocation ignoring the short-term packet level complex interactions [48]. In order
to quantify additional delay, we utilize the concept of ﬂow throughput which is deﬁned as the ratio of mean ﬂow size to the mean ﬂow transfer delay [48–51]. In order
to provide fairness among the users, we consider the most commonly used type of
fairness, i.e., proportional fairness [42]. A very good if not accurate throughput performance of proportional fair allocation can be estimated by the so called Balanced
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Figure 2.2. Distribution of active users in a single cell at 13%, 50% and 100% of the load with the
parameters provided in Section 4.4.2.

fair allocation which can analytically track the steady-state distribution of the ﬂows
and is insensitive to any trafﬁc characteristics except the trafﬁc intensity [48, 49, 51].
Balanced fairness requires homothetic allocation which dictates that any change in
allocated resource for a given class results in proportional change in data rate of that
class [49]. When a BS serves users one at a time and allocates equal time for each
user, i.e., mimics a processor sharing queue, it follows proportional fair scheduling.
According to [48, 49], this qualiﬁes for homotheticity property.
we model the BS as an M/G/1 − P S queue that serves the users in a one-byone fashion. M indicates that the arrival process is Markovian or memory-less, G
indicates that the distribution of service time can be general, 1 means single server as
per Kendall’s notation [52] and PS stands for processor sharing. The assumption of
balanced fairness allows a simple expression for the ﬂow level throughput which has
been used in Section 3.1.1.
In Publications V-VII, we study the potential energy saving by adapting the number
of antennas of BSs with MM to the DLP. In this case, at any particular time, a BS
serves a certain number of users simultaneously (hence termed as user state, i.e, user
state n means the BS serves n user simultaneously). The data rate achieved by a
user depends on the user state and the number of antennas that are active. In this
case, the analytical tractability of the PS queue does not work anymore. For these
reasons, we model the BS as a state-dependent M/G/m/m queue (as per Kendall’s
notation, i.e., number of servers = m, waiting place = 0) [52]. We do not allow any
queuing (waiting place = 0) in order to keep the distribution analytically tractable as
the M/G/m queue is notorious for its difﬁculty [53,54]. As any further user requests
is not entertained when serving Kmax users, Kmax determines the number of servers,
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m, i.e, m = Kmax .
The network is assumed to be dimensioned in the way that the data carried by a
cell while serving Kmax users, corresponds to the peak load of the DLP. In a queuing
system with no buffer space, the blocking probability is equal to the probability of
having the system 100% loaded, i.e., the probability of having Kmax number of users
served by the BS simultaneously, according to the Poisson arrivals see time average
(PASTA) property [55]. The steady-state probabilities for the random number of
users in the BS c, πc (n) ≡ P r[Kc = n], are as follows [43, 44]


⎡
πc (n) =⎣

λT Rcs(1)

n

⎤

n!f (n)f (n − 1)...f (2)f (1)

⎦ πc (0), n ∈ Uc ,

(2.10)

where πc (0) is the probability that there is no user in cell c, and is given by
⎛
πc−1 (0) = 1 +

K
max

i=1

where

s
Rc (1)

⎜
⎝

i

λT Rcs(1)
i!f (i)f (i − 1)...f (2)f (1)

⎞
⎟
⎠

(2.11)

is the expected service time when BS c serves a single user, f (n) =

Rc (n)/Rc (1) where Rc (n) is the data rate per user while serving n number of users,
λT is the user arrival rate, and s is the total data trafﬁc contribution by a single user.
Note that we use (2.13) to ﬁnd the data rates at different user states. At maximum
load the values for λT and s are chosen in a way that Kmax users in cell c suffer any
speciﬁc blocking probability (e.g., we use 2%) when the BSs run with Mmax antennas. User distributions for other loads are derived using the DLP and λT considering
s to be ﬁxed. Fig. 2.2 gives three example plots of the user distributions for 13%,
50% and 100% loads with the parameters provided in Section 4.4.2.

2.4

2.4.1

Rate and Interference Model

Rate and Interference Model for SISO

In Publications II-IV, we consider single input single output (SISO) systems, i.e.,
both the BS and MT are equipped with a single antenna. Assuming that full CSI is
available at the BS, the information theoretical capacity of the k-th BS and the u-th
user channel is
ru (pu ; Iu (p−k )) = W log2 (Γu (pu , Iu (p−k )))
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Figure 2.3. SINR distribution at different locations with load 80% and delay increase factor, 1/Δ = 2.
The parameter d denotes the distance in km from the BS generating the useful signal. The
rest of the parameters can be found in Table 3.1.
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Figure 2.4. SINR distribution at different locations with load 50% and delay increase factor, 1/Δ = 2.
The parameter d denotes the distance in km from the BS generating the useful signal.The
rest of the parameters can be found in Table 3.1.

where Γu (p, I) = 1+γu (p, I) and γu denotes the SINR at location u, i.e., γu (p, I) =
pu Gu
Iu +N0 W ,

pu denotes the power allocated for the user at location u, Gu incorporates

distance-based pathloss gu and slow fading, Iu is the interference received by the user
at location u, N0 is the one-sided power spectral density of the noise and W is the
positive signal bandwidth. The vector, p−k , contains the transmit power values used
by the interfering cells.
As our rate function depends on the SINR and we consider outage capacity due
to slow fading, we need to derive the distribution of SINR , γu . In order to do that,
we need to identify the distribution of the useful signal power pu Gu and the distribution of the aggregate interference plus noise (N0 W + Iu (p−k )). Hence, we need
a model for the propagation pathloss, a fading model and a model for the aggregate
interference.
We consider power law based attenuation with slow fading. The slow fading is
modeled by a log-normal random variable (RV) with standard deviation σ. The use-
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ful signal power at the location u follows the log-normal distribution with mean
mS,u and standard deviation σ both expressed in dB. The mean mS,u can be written in terms of the transmission power level pu and the distance-based path loss gu :
mS,u = 10log10 (pu · gu ). The aggregate interference plus noise (Iu (p−k ) + N0 W )
is a sum of log-normal RVs shifted with the noise power level. In order to model
the distribution of the RV (Iu (p−k ) + N0 W ), we use the Wilkinson approximation
method [56, 57]. According to that method, the sum of log-normal RVs is approximated by another log-normal RV, (Iu (p−k ) + N0 W ) → 10y/10 . The ﬁrst two moments of the RV 10y/10 and the RV (Iu (p−k ) + N0 W ) are forced to be equal to each
other. The accuracy of the Wilkinson approach for the sum of log-normal RVs has
been examined in [56]. Also, in Publication II, we validate the approximation by
taking resort to a Monte-carlo simulation for equally loaded cells. From Fig. 2.3 and
Fig. 2.4, it is evident that the calculated and simulated distributions match quite well
with each other, particularly in the lower tail which is of interest.

2.4.2

Rate Model for Massive MIMO

In Publications V-VII, we consider the downlink of a multi-cell MM system consisting of cells with indices in the set C = {1, 2, ..., C} where BS c ∈ C uses Mc
antennas to serve Kc users from the set Uc = {1, 2, ..., Kmax }. Note that each cell
has its own BS and hence we use cell and BS interchangeably. Let us denote the average transmit power of cell c by Pc and of any other cell d, d ∈ C, d = c, by Pd . We
assume that the BSs and MTs employ a time-division duplex (TDD) protocol, and
are perfectly synchronized. The BS obtains perfect channel state information (CSI)
from the uplink pilots, which is a reasonable assumption for low-mobility scenarios.
We also assume that the aggregate interference suffered by the MTs are obtained by
the BS through uplink control channel. Each BS employs zero forcing precoding,
and equal power allocation is applied to utilize the pathloss differences to achieve
high average data rates. Note that Rc , the average data rate of the users in cell c, is a
function of Kc , Pc and Pd . Rc is limited by the capacity, which is generally unknown
in multi-cell scenarios, but a tractable and achievable lower bound in cell c under the
above assumptions is given by [58]


Pc

 αK
max
Kc (Mc − Kc )

log2 1+
Rc = W 1−
Tc
N0 W Gcc + d=c Pd Gcd

(2.13)

where α is the pilot reuse factor, Kmax is the maximum number of users assumed
to be the same for all cells (i.e., the number of pilot sequences = αKmax ), Tc is the


accounts for
length of the channel coherence interval (in symbols), 1 − αKTmax
c
1
} and Gcd = E{ ggdck
},
the necessary overhead for channel estimation, Gcc = E{ gcck
cck
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where the random variable gcck is the channel variance from the serving BS and gdck

is the channel variance from cell d to users in cell c, N0 W Gcc + d=c Gcd Pd is the
average degradation from inter-cell interference and noise. Note that Rc is achieved
by averaging over the locations of the users of cell c, thus it can either be viewed as
an average rate among the users in the cell or a rate that every user will achieve when
it is moving around in the cell. As a result, the slow fading also gets averaged out.

2.5

S-modular Games

In Publication II and Publication VII, we propose two distributed power control algorithms. In Publication II, we optimize the BS transmit power for users at different
locations under inter-cell interference in order to minimize the total energy consumption. Due to inter-cell interference, this power allocation for each user depends on the
transmit power of other interfering BSs. In Publication II, we show that such a joint
optimization problem is neither convex in terms of the power allocation vectors of
the cells nor can be written as the ratio of convex functions for both TPA and ET-PA.
However, the utility function has a nice property, which is known as decreasing differences, in terms of the power allocation vector of the cells in the sense of Topkis [59].
In Publication VII, the number of antennas at the BSs that maximize EE for different
user states is coupled due to inter-cell interference and the joint utility function has
increasing differences in the number of active antennas used by the cells. Centralized optimization of a network consisting of BSs with MM necessitates exchange of
huge information. Therefore, from practical point of view, distributed algorithm is
more suitable for multi-cell MM systems. We propose distributed best response iteration algorithm (BRIA) and prove the convergence of this algorithm by relying on a
game theoretic approach. Game theory is widely used in order to solve optimization
problems in wireless communication [60–62]. We use the framework of s-modular
games such that distributed algorithms can be utilized where each BS makes its own
decision, i.e., best response, that converges to a Nash equilibrium [59, 63–65].
Supermodular (submodular) games are those characterized by strategic complementarities (substitutabilities) which means that the marginal utility or incremental
return of a player’s strategy increases (decreases) with increases (decreases) in the
other players’ strategies [59]. This game is interesting as it possesses important properties [64, 65] : 1) there exists a pure strategy Nash equilibrium without necessitating
the quasi-convexity of the utility functions, 2) Nash equilibrium can be attained by
using BRIA.
In order to study the convergence properties of the best response strategy, we require the following deﬁnitions available in [63–66].
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Deﬁnition 1. Let a function ψ : X × Y → R be continuous and twice differentiable.
Then, the following two statements are equivalent
•

∂ 2 ψ(x,y)
∂x∂y

≥ (≤)0, ∀y ∈ Y, ∀x ∈ X .

• The function ψ has increasing (decreasing) differences in (x, y), i.e.
ψ(x , y  ) − ψ(x, y  ) ≥ (≤)ψ(x , y) − ψ(x, y), ∀(x , y  )
where x ≥ x, y  ≥ y.

The function ψ(x, y) does not have to be nicely behaving, nor does X and Y have
to be intervals.
Deﬁnition 2. A function ψ is supermodular (submodular) in x = (x1 , ..., xm ) if it
has increasing (decreasing) differences in (xm , xj ) for all m = j.
Deﬁnition 3. • If X is a convex subset of Rn and ψ : X → R is a twice continuously differentiable, then ψ has increasing differences in (xi , xj ) if and only if
∂ 2 ψ(xi ,xj )
∂xi ∂xj

• if

≥ 0, and

∂ 2 ψ(xi ,xj )
∂xi ∂xj

≥ 0 for all x and i = j, then ψ is supermodular.

Deﬁnition 4. A game is G(C, S, E), is said to be supermodular (submodular) if for
all
• the strategy space S is a compact subset of R;
• the utility function E is continuous in all players’ strategies ;
• the utility function E, has increasing (decreasing) differences in between any component of player k’s strategy and any component of any other players strategy.

Proposition 1. In a supermodular (submodular) game, a Nash equilibrium exists.
Also, if we start with a feasible policy (from the strategy space S), then the sequence
of BRIs monotonically increases (decreases) in all components and converges to a
Nash equilibrium.
Proof. These properties of the supermodular (submodular) game follow from [64,
Theorem 1].
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3. Energy-Delay Trade-off

In this chapter, we study the energy-delay trade-off in the downlink of a proportionalfair cellular system with inter-cell interference and fading, while incorporating the
efﬁciency characteristics of non-ideal PAs. In Section 3.1, We develop a game theory based optimization framework that utilizes the energy-delay trade-off in order to
minimize energy consumption in the wireless downlink at the cost of additional ﬂow
level delay. We utilize this optimization framework in order to study the impact of
additional delay in the downlink on the energy consumption of the MT in Section
3.2. We also quantify the potential energy saving in both uplink and downlink under
delay constraints. In Section 3.3, we examine the impact of non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics and energy-delay trade-off on the energy efﬁcient densiﬁcation of HetNets
and load sharing between the layers.

3.1

PA Efﬁciency Aware Energy-Delay Trade-off

It is evident from (1.2) that the energy required to transmit a ’bit’ of information
decreases with increasing transmission time monotonically and hence energy consumption to transmit a packet can be reduced by transmitting it over an increased
time period with lower transmit power. Based on this observation, Prabhakar B. et al.
devise the so-called lazy packet scheduling scheme to transmit packetized information over a wireless link subject to a delay constraint [30–32]. Based on the packet
arrival rate, the lazy packet scheduling scheme varies the transmission time of different packets so that the energy consumption is minimized and the delay constraint
is met. Berry R. studies the trade-off between average delay and average transmit
power for a point-to-point link in a time varying channel with perfect channel state
information at the transmitter [67]. Various aspects of the energy-delay trade-off in
multi-user scenarios are covered in the literature, see, for instance, different studies
in [68–71].
Energy saving potential by discontinuous transmission i.e., letting the BS to trans-
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mit at the maximum power as long as needed and then go into micro-sleep mode is
studied extensively in [3, 72]. More recent studies in [73–75] under a single BS context show that the joint optimization of BS sleeping control and power matching (i.e.,
transmit power is adapted to match the target bit rate) have substantial energy saving
potential at low trafﬁc load.
The studies in [3, 30–32, 67–75] do not consider the non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics of the PA while studying the energy-delay trade-off. In reality, the operation of
cellular networks is mostly served by macro BSs where the TPA consumes around
55 − 70 percent of total energy [14, 76]. This is because TPAs attain the maximum
efﬁciency near their compression region, where they rarely operate due to the high
PAPR of non-constant envelope signals, e.g., CDMA, OFDM signals.
Han K. et al. show that if the PA efﬁciency characteristics are taken into account,
the energy-per-bit starts increasing after the transmission time becomes longer than a
certain value [28]. Chen Y. et al. show that the non-ideal efﬁciency of the PA has an
impact on beam-forming, modulation level, continuous and discontinuous transmission of a BS, when considered from the perspective of energy efﬁciency [77]. Wu J.
et al. summarize the proposed techniques that involve BS or BS component sleeping
in a very recent survey paper [7].
A recent study summarizes important open issues regarding energy-delay tradeoff which include the investigation of energy-delay trade-off in multi-cell/multi-user
interference scenarios [78]. Such analysis should also include the efﬁciency characteristics of the PA to make the ﬁndings concrete. In our work, we aim to ﬁll this
gap. We study the energy-delay trade-off in a multi-cell/multi-user cellular downlink
scenario and consider slow fading too.

3.1.1

Problem Deﬁnition

We consider the downlink of a cellular system consisting of a set C = {1, 2, · · · C}
of cells. A BS is located at the center of each cell. We model the BS as a single
server queue that serves the users in a one-by-one fashion. Lc denotes the ﬁnite set
of locations from the discretized serving zone (coverage area) of the cell c ∈ C and
u ∈ Lc denotes the location of any user in that cell. The mean energy consumption
at the BS for serving a user is obtained by averaging over all the locations u ∈ Lc
ētot,c (pc , p−c ) =


PP A (pu ) + Pstat − Pidle
1 
·
+ Pidle
λ u Su
|Lc |
ru (pu , Iu (p−c ))

(3.1)

u∈Lc

where pc is the power allocation vector for the c-th BS with elements, pu : u ∈ Lc ,
and | · | denotes the cardinality of the set. λu is the ﬂow rate (packets per second) for
the location u and Su is the packet size. ru (pu , Iu (p−c )) is the downlink transmission
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rate at the location u where Iu (p−c ) is the received interference power for location
u. The vector, p−c , contains the transmit power values used by the interfering cells.
PP A (p) denote the total power consumed by the BS for radiated power p, Pstat is
the static power consumed during transmission other than in the PA and Pidle is the
power consumed by the BS during idle state. The details of (3.1) along with the
models used for the propagation pathloss, slow fading, aggregate interference and
user rate can be found in Publication II.
In order to incorporate delay, we model the BS as a single server queue that serves
the users in a one-by-one fashion and utilize the concept of ﬂow throughput which is
deﬁned as the ratio of mean ﬂow size to the mean ﬂow transfer delay [48–51]. The
ﬂow level throughput at location u, ρu , can be written as [48, 49]

ρu =

 λ u Su
1−
ru


ru .

(3.2)

u∈Lc

The queue is stable if the following condition holds true:


u∈Lc

λ u Su
ru

< 1 [48].

Equation (3.2) is applicable only for balanced fair and proportional fair scheduling as
these two qualify for homotheticity property [48]. We consider the achievable ﬂow
throughput when all the BSs transmit with the maximum average power pmax as the
reference throughput and the related delay as the reference transmission delay. As
the ﬂow level delay is inversely proportional to the ﬂow throughput for a given ﬂow
size, we can vary delay by regulating the ﬂow throughput. Let us take a fraction Δ of
the reference throughput as the target to model a particular delay. Let us denote the
target throughput at location u as ρmin,u where


ρmin,u

 λ u Su
=Δ 1−
ru


ru (pmax , Iu (pmax )).

(3.3)

u∈Lc

The parameter Δ takes its values in the interval 0 ≤ Δ ≤ 1 and
increase factor. If we increase the delay by a factor of two,

1
Δ

1
Δ

is the delay

= 2, then Δ = 0.5

would be introduced in equation (3.3). By varying the factor Δ appropriately, a
desired level of additional delay can be introduced. The details for the computations
of the minimum transmit power constraint pmin,u (p−c ) to ensure ρmin,u (i.e., the
delay does not exceed the target) with a 10% outage probability can be found in
Publication II.
The energy minimization problem under delay constraint can be written as follows
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Minimize :
pc ,∀c



ētot,c (pc , p−c ).

(3.4i)

c∈C

Subject to: pmin,u (p−c ) ≤ pu ≤ pmax , ∀u ∈ Lc , ∀c ∈ C.

(3.4ii)

Note that the objective function in equation (3.4i) involves summation over all the
locations and over all the cells. However, the transmit power level, pu , u ∈ Lc , is
independent of the power levels used in the other locations of the c-th cell. Therefore,
it is sufﬁcient to solve the optimization problem (3.4) separately for each location,
i.e.,
Minimize : λu Su
pu

PP A (pu ) + Pstat − Pidle
+ Pidle
ru (pu , Iu (p−k ))

Subject to: pmin,u ≤ pu ≤ pmax .

3.1.2

(3.5i)
(3.5ii)

Energy Saving Game

The optimization problem (3.5i) is not jointly convex in the power allocation vectors
of the cells for neither TPA nor ET-PA. However, for a logarithmic rate function, the
optimization function has a nice property of decreasing differences independent of
the PA efﬁciency characteristics [59]. Because of that, we resort to a game theoretic
approach.
We deﬁne the energy saving game, G(C, S, E) where the players are the cells, S =
S1 × S2 × · · · SC is the strategy space, i.e., space of power allocations, and E =
{ētot,c (pc , p−c ), c ∈ C} is the cost space of the players, i.e., energy consumption of
the cells. The allocated transmit power levels at different cells are coupled due to the
inter-cell interference. The set Sc of feasible powers for the c-th cell is a function of
the transmit power levels p−c at the interfering BSs.
Sc (p−c ) = {pu : pmin,u (p−c ) ≤ pu ≤ pmax ∀u ∈ Lc } .

(3.6)

In game theory, the best response is the strategy (or strategies) that produces the
most favorable outcome for a player given other players’ strategies. The use of the
best response strategy gives rise to a dynamic system of the form
pc = arg minp∈Sc (p−c ) ētot,c (p, p−c ), ∀c.

(3.7)

In order to prove the convergence of such a BRI-based dynamic power control
scheme, we show that the optimization problem can be modeled as a submodular
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game. The convergence properties of such a sub-modular game have been discussed
in Section 2.5 and in Publication II. Note that in order to compute the interference
level Iu (p−c ), it is assumed that the d-th interfering BS d = c transmits at the mean
power level Eu (pd )∀d : d = c. This assumption is valid for proportional scheduling.
For ET-PA and a logarithmic rate model the optimal power vector at each iteration
can also be calculated by using the following closed-form expression in terms of the
main branch of the Lambert function W0 [79].
 


 
Pmax,PA · gu
δu E{Iu (p−c ) + N0 W }
pu= exp 1+W0 e−1
−1 − 1
.
δu E{Iu (p−c )+N0 W }
gu

where δu = exp



−

2 Q−1 (1−O)
σ 2 +σI,u

ξ

−

2
σI,u
2ξ 2


. The details can be found in Ap-

pendix D in Publication II.

3.2

Combined Uplink and Downlink

The total energy consumption at the radio access part of a wireless system can be
written as
BS
MT
MT
+ Erx
+ Etx
+ E BS +EOth
Etotal = Etx



 rx
Edl

(3.8)

Eul

where the downlink energy consumption Edl consists of energy required for the BS
BS and the MT to receive that data E M T . Similarly, for the uplink,
to transmit data Etx
rx
M T is consumed at the MT for transmission and E BS is consumed at the BS for
Etx
rx

reception. EOth refers to cooling, dc-dc conversion loss in the BS, etc. Note that the
potential for saving energy mostly lies in the downlink as the power consumed for
downlink transmission is much greater than the power consumed in the uplink during
reception [80].
However, energy saving in the BS by introducing delay in the downlink increases
energy consumption in the MT due to prolonged reception time. Though the energy
consumption in the BS dominates the total consumption in the radio access, energy
consumption in the MT is also very important from the user’s perspective as it determines the frequency of battery charging. In order to compensate for this excess
energy consumption, additional delay can be introduced in the uplink likewise. We
assume that the total energy consumption (downlink and uplink) in the MT should
not increase beyond υ% with respect to the reference scenario, i.e., downlink transmit
power equal to pmax and fractional power control in the uplink.
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3.2.1

Problem Formulation

Taking into consideration all the constraints, the energy minimization problem can
be formulated as
Minimize
:
y
Δy ,pc ∀c



BS
MT MT
ēdl,c (pBS
c ,p−c )+ ēul,c (pc , p−c )
c∈C

Subject to: Δy > Δymax ∀y,
EcM T
EcM T

(3.9i)

c∈C

(3.9ii)

≤ υ% ∀c

(3.9iii)

where y ∈ {BS, M T }, Δymax denotes the maximum reduction in throughput corresponding to the maximum allowable delays, EcM T refers to the energy consumption
of the MTs in the reference scenario and

EcM T is the difference between energy

consumption using energy-delay trade-off and the reference scenario where the total
energy consumption in the uplink and downlink can be written following (3.1). For
example, the energy consumption for the uplink can be written as
ēul,c (pc , p−c ) =


M T−P M T +P BS
P M T(pu)+Pstat
1 
rx
MT
idle
+Pidle
. (3.10)
λ u Su P A
|Lc |
ru (pu , Iu (p−c ))
u∈Lc

Note that the uplink interference condition is different from the downlink. The details
of the interference model can be found in Publication II and III.

3.2.2

Optimization Algorithm

In order to solve the optimization problem in (3.9), we discretize the delays in uplink
T
BS ∈ [ΔBS , 1] respectively, and construct
and downlink: ΔM T ∈ [ΔM
max , 1] and Δ
max

the Cartesian product of the delay vectors. For a given delay pair, the minimum
MT
required power levels for uplink and downlink, pBS
min,u , pmin,u , ∀u, can be evaluated

following Publication II and the optimization problem can be read as


BS
T
MT
ēul,c (pM
Minimize
: ēdl,c (pBS
c , p−c )+
c , p−c )
y
pc ,∀c

c∈C

Subject to: pymin,c ≺ pyc ≺ pymax,c ∀c, y ∈ {BS, M T }
EcM T
EcM T

(3.11i)

c∈C

≤ υ% ∀c.

(3.11ii)
(3.11iii)

In order to solve the optimization problem (3.11), we decompose it into two independent problems, one for uplink and one for downlink, without taking into account the
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constraint (3.11iii). For instance, the optimization problem for the uplink is
Minimize :
T ,∀c
pM
c



T
MT
ēul,c (pM
c , p−c )

(3.12i)

c∈C

T
MT
T
≺ 1.pM
Subject to: pM
min,c ≺ pc
max,c ∀c.

(3.12ii)

T
The power allocation vector, pM
c , is identiﬁed using the BRIA. The optimality of the

BRIA is proved in Publication II. The optimization problem for the downlink is also
MT
solved in a similar way. Note that the pair of power allocation vectors pBS
c , pc

must be discarded if it does not satisfy the optimization constraint (3.11iii). The
optimization process is repeated over all delay pairs and the pair minimizing the
objective function in equation (3.11i) is ﬁnally selected.

3.3

Impact of PA Efﬁciency and Delay on Energy Efﬁcient HetNets

There are some proposals exploiting the TLV in order to make the network more
energy efﬁcient. For instance, one can shut down a fraction of the PAs or even BSs
during off-peak hours [81–83]. The energy consumption of networks with macro BS
and low power BS has been compared with the combined operation of both in [84–87]
showing the latter as more energy efﬁcient. However, most of these analyses consider
the energy and throughput performance during the busy hour, i.e., under full load
condition only. While the capacity and coverage requirements during the busy hour
dominate the dimensioning of a network, the total energy consumption over the day
needs to be considered while evaluating the energy efﬁciency of a network.
In this section, we consider a HetNet consisting of macro BSs and micro BSs. In
order to save energy throughout the day, we vary the density of micro BS based on
the offered load and divide the load between the two layers in an energy efﬁcient
manner. We also investigate the impacts of the non-ideal efﬁciency characteristics
of the PA and additional delay on the energy efﬁcient densiﬁcation with small cells.
Note that we consider outband micro deployment as it is suggested that in the evolution of cellular networks, outband micro deployment would be necessary to cater for
expected high throughput [88–90].

3.3.1

System Model

We consider an outdoor wide area cellular network scenario. Both macro and micro
network layers follow classical hexagonal deployment where a BS is placed at the
center of each cell. The macro BSs are considered to operate throughout the day as
an umbrella cell in order to ensure seamless coverage as suggested in [91, 92] while
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the number of micro BSs operating within a macro cell changes according to the TLV.
The maximum number of micro BSs has been ﬁxed based on the busy hour capacity demand. As we consider outband micro, the macro and micro layers can be
considered independently once the load is divided between the two layers. We consider that at any location u ∈ Lc the offered load λtot is divided between macro BS
λM and micro BS λm so that λtot = λm + λM . We consider uniform service demand
inside the service area meaning that the same load λtot is offered at all the locations.
The overall energy consumption in a BS can be obtained by summing the energy
consumption over all the locations served by that BS
Ey = λy Su

 P y (pyu )+P y −P y
y
stat
PA
idle
+Pidle
ruy (pyu , Iuy (p−c ))
y

(3.13)

u∈Lc

where y ∈ {M, m}; M represents the macro BS and m the micro BS. Note that
during the idle state the BS operates but it does not serve any load. In the macro BS
the PA dominates the energy consumption while in micro BS the static part dominates [14].

3.3.2

Problem Formulation

For a given offered load, we identify the number of micro BSs, |m| within a macro
cell and the load sharing between the macro BS and micro BS λM , λm so that the
overall energy consumption EM + |m|Em is minimized. While identifying the optimal parameter values λM , λm and |m|, we also maintain some quality of service for
the end users. We describe the user performance in terms of ﬂow throughput, which
is deﬁned as the ratio of mean ﬂow size to mean ﬂow duration. For proportional fairness the transmission time is shared equally among the users and following 3.2, the
ﬂow level throughput ρyu , y ∈ {m, M } at location u has the following expression
⎞
 λ y Su
⎠ ruy .
ρyu = ⎝1 −
ruy
y
⎛

(3.14)

u∈Lc

where the index y ∈ {m, M } is used to distinguish between users served by macro

BS and micro BS. The term u∈Lc λy Su /ruy describes the total activity in the server

queue. The queue is stable i.e. the ﬂow transfer delay is ﬁnite if u∈Lc λy Su /ruy <
1.
Due to the slow fading, the ﬂow throughput at a particular location u is probabilistic. At each location we maintain a ﬂow throughput target ρt with probability 1 − Ot
where Ot denotes the outage probability due to the slow fading. The constraint on
the ﬂow throughput at location u can be read as Pr(ρyu ≤ ρt ) ≤ Ot .
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In order to investigate the impact of energy-delay trade-off in the energy efﬁcient
densiﬁcation of small cells, we assume that all users can compromise their ﬂow
throughput by a factor of Δ, 0 < Δ < 1. The ﬂow throughput at location u with
y
energy-delay trade-off becomes ρy
u ≥ Δρu . The optimization problem can be writ-

ten as
Minimize : EM (λM ) + |m| · Em (λm ).

|m|,λm ,λM ,py

Subject to: λM + λm = λtot

(3.15i)
(3.15ii)

Pr(ρyu ≤ Δρt ) ≤ Ot ∀u, y ∈ {m, M } .

(3.15iii)

pymin

(3.15iv)

≺p ≺
y

1.pymax , y

∈ {m, M }.

where py is the vector of transmit power levels pyu for serving the different locations
in a cell and pymin is the vector of transmit power levels pyu,min . The transmit power
level pyu,min is used to guarantee that the ﬂow throughput does not drop under Δρyu .
The details for the computation of the pyu,min can be found in Publication II. Note
that the optimization problem in (3.15) can be solved with and without the delay
constraints i.e., (3.15iv).

3.3.3

Optimization Algorithm

First we solve the optimization problem without considering the delay constraints.
From equation (3.14) one can compute the maximum load that can be served by micro BS and macro BS with a ﬁnite ﬂow transfer delay. Let us denote the maximum
load by λy∞ . For any load higher than that, the ﬂow transfer delay grows up to inﬁnity and the ﬂow throughput becomes zero. Given the offered load λy ≤ λy∞ , one can
compute the ﬂow throughput ρyu at each location u ∈ Lyc with outage probability Ot .
The details for the computation can be found in Publication II. If the ﬂow throughput
at any location is smaller than the target ρt , the constraints (3.15iii) are not satisﬁed. The maximum offered load λymax that can be served when constraint (3.15iii)
is not violated can be computed by using an exhaustive search in the interval [0, λy∞ ]
with a discretization step Δλ. Finally, the constraints (3.15iii) are turned into linear
constraints λy ≤ λymax , y ∈ {m, M } which are easier to handle.
After bounding the maximum offered load, we discretize the load λy in the interval
[0, λymax ]. Given the number of micro cells |m| within a macro cell, the energy consumption (3.15i) is evaluated for all the feasible pairs (λm , λM = λtot − λm ) : λy ≤
λymax . The pair minimizing the cost function (3.15i) should be stored. Since the possible number of micro cells can take few integer values, the pair (λm , λM ) minimizing (3.15i) can be found for each possible value of |m|. The 3-tuple (λm , λM , |m|)
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Table 3.1. simulation Parameters

Reference parameters
Parameter
Number of cells
Grid size inside each cell
Cell radius
PA maximum output power, Pmax,PA
Maximum BS transmit power, pmax
Maximum PA efﬁciency at Pmax,PA
Path loss exponent
Shadow fading standard deviation
Bandwidth
Noise level
Target outage

Value
120
64 points
1 km
53 dBm
46 dBm
80%
3.6
5.5 dB
20 MHz
-106 dBm
10%

minimizing (3.15i) is ﬁnally selected.
With energy-delay trade-off, the optimal transmit power levels py for a given feasible 3-tuple (λm , λM , |m|) is found by using the best response optimization algorithm
and should be stored. The delay increase factor 1/Δ is input to the best response optimization. The algorithm details along with a proof of its optimality can be found in
Publication II. The 4-tuple (py , λm , λM , |m|) minimizing (3.15i) is ﬁnally selected.

3.4

Numerical Evaluation

In order to illustrate that there is a potential to save energy at BSs by lowering the
transmission power levels at the cost of additional ﬂow level delay, i.e. by solving
optimization problem (3.4), we use the parameters given in Table 3.1, mostly taken
from [14]. The reference energy consumption and ﬂow level delay are obtained when
the transmit power level is set to pmax for all the locations, i.e., no additional delay
is allowed. The illustrations are presented for two different types of PAs; TPA and
ET-PA.
Fig. 3.1 depicts the results for ET-PA as an example. We observe that for low to
medium load, a signiﬁcant amount of energy can be saved by introducing a small
additional transmission delay. When the network load is low, the activity factors of
the interfering BSs are also low. This allows having a high transmission rate using the
maximum transmit power level pmax . The high rate means that the operation takes
place at the leftmost side of the energy-delay trade-off curve, see Fig. 1.2. However,
when the load is high, the activity factors of the cells are also high. Due to the high
interference, the achievable rate using pmax decreases in comparison with the case
of low to medium network load. The potential for energy saving decreases as the
PA operation takes place on the ﬂat part of the trade-off curve. If the transmission
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Figure 3.1. Percentage of energy saving potential for different network load with ET-PA.
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Figure 3.2. Percentage of energy saving potential for different network load with TPA.

delay keeps increasing, the operating point at the energy-delay trade-off curve moves
rightwards. At the same time, the increasing transmission delay results in a higher
activity factor of interfering BSs and consequently higher interference. At extreme
values of transmission delay, the energy saving can become negative.
On the other hand, the energy saving with TPA is signiﬁcant only for low load,
as shown in Fig. 3.2. The percentage save drastically reduces if the network load
exceeds 60%.
In order to show that our energy-delay trade-off based optimization scheme also
take advantage of spatial load variations, we consider a scenario with non-uniform
load where highly loaded urban macro cells are surrounded by lightly-loaded cells
covering suburban area. For this purpose, we simulate a cellular network with 19
regular hexagonal cells where wrap around technique is employed to emulate a large
network keeping all other parameters the same. We compute the energy saving potential for uniform loads at 96% and 66% along with non-uniform load where the ﬁrst
tier is 96% and the second tier is 66% loaded. The corresponding maximum savings
are 68%, 92% and 88% respectively, see Fig. 5, Publication II.
Though the network is normally dimensioned considering the worst case scenario
i.e. the peak trafﬁc load, the offered load in a real-life network keeps changing
throughout the day. We consider the daily trafﬁc model for both residential and commercial areas as proposed in [18]. We modiﬁed the proposed model to introduce a
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Figure 3.3. Maximum energy saving percentage at the BS when maximum 2% loss at the MT is allowed.

10% minimum load due to control signaling. We found that daily energy saving potential for ET-PA is more than 60% whereas for TPA it is around 20%, see Fig. 6 in
Publication II. Note that we ignore the Pidle when generating the numerical results
for the Section 3.1 in order to focus on the energy saving in the PA only.
Next, in order to investigate the impact of additional delay on the energy consumption of MTs as discussed in Section 3.2, we consider a network with 19 sites. There
are three cells per site and each cell has its own BS. Also, the wrap around technique
BS which
is used to eliminate boundary effects. In this case, we also consider the Pidle

was ignored while ﬁnding the numerical results for Section 3.1. However, for simplicity, we ignore the power needed for packet processing at the BS, i.e., we consider
BS = P BS . Also, P M T is ignored in this analysis. In Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4, we
that Pidle
c
idle

show the relation between energy saving in the downlink and its impact on the MT.
We restrict the excess energy consumption in the MT to υ% = 2%. One can see that
there is room to save energy both for the BS and the MT for a range of combinations
of uplink and downlink loads. However, when the load in the downlink is very high
and the uplink load is low, the saving in the uplink is not enough to compensate for
the excess energy consumed at the MT due to delay in the downlink.
BS , for the BSs employing TPA and ET-PA has been calculated
In these analyses, Pidle

to be 53.6 W and 45.4 W using the equation suggested in Earth project [14].
For MT, we consider both the static power during transmission and the processing
power during reception to be equal, i.e., 1200 mW. However, these power consumptions are different for different technologies, e.g., LTE, 3G [93, 94]. Also, for any
technology, the processing power during reception and transmission is neither the
same nor remains constant at different network loads. We do not consider the load
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Figure 3.4. Energy saving at the MT during the maximum energy saving at the BS.

dependency of the processing power and also ignore the difference between processing power consumptions during transmission and reception. However, we repeat the
calculations for different processing powers, e.g., {600, 900, 1200, 1500} mW and
found the corresponding best case save in the MT {21.59, 16.03, 12.75, 10.60}%
respectively. Similarly, for the worst case, i.e., very high downlink load and very
light uplink load, the excess energy consumption in the MT for both 600 mW and
900 mW cases is less than 1%. For the 1500 mW case, we relax the 2% constraint
in order to keep the same downlink saving and ﬁnd that the maximum excess energy
consumption of the MT becomes 2.5%.
In order to generate numerical results for the impact of PA efﬁciency and energydelay trade-off on the energy efﬁcient densiﬁcation of a wireless network as discussed
in Section 3.3, we dimension a network with a maximum capacity demand of 10.2
GB/h/km2 and a coverage requirement of 200 kbps which is reduced to 180 kbps in
the case that additional ﬂow level delay is allowed. The macro cell radius is modiﬁed
to 600 m and the micro cell radius varies among {600, 424, 346, 300} m based on
the number of active micro BSs. Note that we use the parameters given in Table 3.1
and consider maximum average power for micro BS to be 38 dBm [14].
Fig. 3.5 illustrates the impact of the PA efﬁciency on the energy efﬁcient density of
micro cells. With increasing load, the activity of the macro BS also increases which
pushes up the power consumption at the PA. It becomes energy efﬁcient to ofﬂoad
trafﬁc to micro layer before the load increases to the maximum that can be handled by
the macro BS alone. One can see from Fig. 3.5a that for TPA a micro BS is turned on
at a load lower than the maximum load, 2.04 GB/h/km2 shown by the vertical dashed
lines. So, switching on an additional micro BS inside the macro cell is an energy
efﬁcient strategy each time the trafﬁc in a macro BS approaches this maximum load.
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(a) TPA

(b) ET-PA

Figure 3.5. Splitting the load between macro cells and micro cells for minimizing the energy consumption

(a) TPA

(b) ET-PA

Figure 3.6. Splitting the load between macro cells and micro cells for minimizing the energy consumption with delay, Δ = 0.9.

Due to the good efﬁciency characteristics of ET-PA, the macro BSs with ET-PA are
able to serve higher load in an energy efﬁcient manner compared to a macro BS with
TPA, see Fig. 3.5b. As a result, we can conclude that the efﬁciency of the PA impacts
the network densiﬁcation.
By comparing Fig. 3.5a with Fig. 3.6a one can see that energy-delay trade-off impacts the load sharing between the macro and micro layers and also the density of
micro sites. With delay, a macro BS with any number of micro BSs can handle higher
load than the case of no additional delay. Even small additional delay (Δ = 0.9 in
Fig. 3.6) reduces the energy consumption in the PA and makes the introduction of an
additional micro BS unnecessary until the service demand can be met. We can conclude that if the PA is not efﬁcient, the density of micro BS minimizing the energy
consumption can be selected simply based on the offered load at the cost of small additional delay. For efﬁcient PAs, the impact of energy-delay trade-off on load sharing
and network densiﬁcation can be insigniﬁcant, compare for instance Fig. 3.5b with
Fig. 3.6b. However, introducing delay will still reduce the energy consumption.
In Fig. 3.7, we depict the energy consumption for different loads with different options, e.g., with and without delay. As expected energy is saved if TPA is replaced by
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Figure 3.7. Energy consumption for different schemes at different capacity demand.
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Figure 3.8. Hourly and total energy consumption throughout a day for different schemes for a residential area.

ET-PA. Moreover, introducing delay saves energy for both PAs. Again, energy saving
potential by conceding delay is higher when the BSs are running with moderate to
high load. It is worth to mention that, the saving percentage of ET-PA with delay is
much higher than the case of TPA. However, actual energy saving potential is higher
in case of TPA as it consumes higher power compared to ET-PA. In that sense, if the
share of idle power consumption for ET-PA can be reduced, energy-delay trade-off
will result very efﬁcient network while employing ET-PA.
In Fig. 3.8, we depict the temporal variation of power consumption by taking a
daily load variation model for a residential area [18]. It is observed that the energy
saving potential through the deployment of efﬁcient PA is high when the network is
running close to full load. For low load, the PA activity is low and the impact of its
efﬁciency on the energy consumption is not that signiﬁcant. Overall, it is possible
to save around 30% of energy by replacing the TPA with ET-PA. Furthermore, the
overall energy saving by using the energy-delay trade-off scheme is around 8% for
ET-PA and 11% for TPA.
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Finally, we compute the energy consumption when all the micro BSs operate throughout the day. In that case the daily energy requirement for ET-PA is 3.14 kWh/km2
and for TPA 4.21 kWh/km2 . This means that if TPA is used, we can save around
30% of the total energy by adopting load dependent switching and energy efﬁcient
sharing between the macro and micro layers. The corresponding saving percentage
with ET-PA is 34%.

3.5

Discussion

In this chapter ﬁrst we develop a framework to minimize the energy consumption
of a cellular system under ﬂow level delay constraint. The identiﬁcation of power
levels minimizing the total energy consumption in a multi-cell interference scenario is
formulated as an energy saving game. The BRI allowed a distributed power allocation
implementation which is proven to converge and used to study different aspects of the
energy-delay trade-off in a multi-cell environment.
The energy saving potential is found to depend on the loading condition of the
network and the PA efﬁciency characteristics. For low to medium load, a signiﬁcant
percentage of the total energy can be saved even by introducing small additional
delay for both TPA and ET-PA. The energy saving drastically decreases with TPA for
network load higher than 60%. On the other hand, due to the improved energy-delay
trade-off relation of ET-PA, even for a load as high as 90%, the saving in energy is
still more than 60%.
Though a considerable amount of energy at a macro BS can be saved by introducing transmission delay in the downlink, the prolonged transmission time at the
BS increases the reception time at the MT and subsequently its energy consumption.
Fortunately, there is an opportunity to compensate the excess energy consumption
at the MT by introducing delay in the uplink too. The uplink and downlink delays
that minimize the overall energy consumption depend on the network load and the
PA efﬁciency characteristics. For moderate to high network loads, small delays are
sufﬁcient to reduce the total energy consumption at the BS by as much as 15%. At
the same time, MT consumption increases slightly for very high download and very
low uplink load. For other load combinations, MT also saves energy. This saving
potential becomes less signiﬁcant in the case of a smaller BS (e.g., micro, femto BS)
as their energy consumption breakdown is less dominated by the energy share of the
PA.
Note that we ignore Pidle in Section 3.1 in order to show the energy saving potential
in the PA only. However, Pidle has been considered in Section 3.2 in order to show the
overall energy saving potential in the wireless access network by energy-delay trade-
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off. Also note that in these analyses, we do not devise any mechanism to reduce idle
power consumption of the BS which is around half of the total power consumed at
full load [14]. Putting BS into sleep mode, i.e., employing DTX is shown to reduce
this energy waste [3, 72]. Incorporating DTX or partial switching off of the network
with this energy-delay trade-off can be a good candidate for future work.
For improving the energy efﬁciency of HetNet, the density of a BS should vary
throughout the day according to the variable service demands. Also, it is important
to divide the load between the different layers (e.g., macro and micro layers) in an
energy efﬁcient manner. The energy efﬁcient BS density and load sharing depends
signiﬁcantly on the PA efﬁciency. We observe that as load increases, new micro sites
with TPA need to be introduced earlier than the load limit of the system in order to be
energy efﬁcient. Whereas in case of ET-PA, traditional load-based dimensioning of
the network is also energy efﬁcient. The energy-delay trade-off can be an additional
means of saving energy, especially, during the off-peak hours. The signiﬁcant amount
of energy saving potential in our analysis implies that the conﬁguration of a heterogeneous network needs to be dynamic in order to cope with the temporal variation of
capacity demand.
We consider the radius of the micro BSs to be variable based on the number of
active micro BSs and the load distribution among the layers to be the same in all the
locations in the cell. In a practical network the load is usually not homogeneous and
the micro BSs do not need to cover the total service area. As a result, more energy
can be saved by optimizing the location and coverage areas of the micro BSs based
on the spatial load distribution. Note that we do not consider the backhaul energy
consumption for the small cells which might impact the energy saving percentage if
microwave links are used for the backhauling solution [95–98].
Finally, the simpliﬁcation of the models in these analyses allows analytical treatment in terms of proving the convergence. However, to the best of our knowledge,
our work is the ﬁrst attempt to utilize energy-delay trade-off under the multi-cell
context. We not only consider inter-cell interference and slow fading but also provide a scheme that dynamically adjusts BS power levels to the DLP and save energy
throughout the day.
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4. Energy Efﬁcient Antenna Adaptation
in Massive MIMO

In this chapter, we discuss the dimensioning of MM systems that can cope with TLV
to maintain high EE throughout the day while taking into consideration the non-ideal
efﬁciency characteristics of the PAs. We consider two different scenarios, both of
which are multi-cell networks. In the ﬁrst scenario, as in Publication V, the BSs
transmit at ﬁxed power irrespective of the number of antennas that are turned on and
the number of users being served. In the second scenario, as in Publications VI and
VII, we relax this ﬁxed transmit power constraint, i.e., the average transmit power
of the BS varies with the number of active antennas. We also provide guidelines
regarding how to dimension the PA in the context of the former scenario.

4.1

Energy Efﬁciency of Massive MIMO

Recently, both MM and EE optimization of wireless systems have gained signiﬁcant attention from both academia and the industry [39, 40, 45, 47, 99–104]. In [45],
it has been shown that the capacity achieving power allocation scheme necessitates
allocating as many antennas as possible with the maximum power under the simultaneous per-antenna radiated power constraints and total consumed power constraints.
In [40], it has been shown that the transmit power can be reduced proportionally with
the number of antennas if the BS has perfect CSI without any fundamental loss in
performance. In [47, 99, 100], the impact of the circuit power on the EE of MM has
been analyzed. Speciﬁcally, in [47], it has been shown that without accounting for
circuit power consumption, an inﬁnite EE can be achieved as the number of antennas, M → ∞, which is misleading. In [47] and [39], the authors show that the EE
optimal strategy requires increasing the transmit power with the number of antennas
if the circuit power consumption is taken into account. They also show that the EE
is a quasi-concave function of the three main design parameters; namely, number of
BS antennas, number of users and transmit power. In [101], an adaptive antenna selection scheme was proposed where both the number of active RF (radio frequency)
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chains and the antenna indices are selected depending on the channel conditions.
In [103], the authors show that during low trafﬁc demand, e.g., late night, it is optimal to turn off a fraction of the antennas while minimizing total power consumption
if the power consumption in the transceiver circuits is taken into account along with
the RF ampliﬁers.
EE improvement by antenna selection has been studied quite extensively [101,105–
108], some of the studies also suggest adapting the number of antennas to improve
EE. However, most of these studies along with the existing literature involving MM
systems (e.g., [36, 37, 40]) mainly focus on the potential to improve SE and EE
when serving peak load. Also, very few of these studies consider multi-cell systems. In [39], the relation among the EE, the number of antennas and simultaneously
served users are derived analytically under a single cell context and then a multi-cell
scenario is analyzed by simulation to show that a similar relation persists in the presence of inter-cell interference. In [109], the authors suggest that a BS should use as
many antennas as are enough to provide the required average sum rate in order to
be energy efﬁcient in the presence of inter-cell interference. However, none of these
works provide an antenna adaptation scheme that can dynamically cope with the TLV
in the presence of inter-cell interference. In our study we not only consider inter-cell
interference, but also devise a mechanism to dynamically adapt the number of antennas in order to maximize EE and cope with the TLV. In Publications V, VI and
VII, we show that there is a potential to improve EE and save a signiﬁcant fraction
of total energy consumption by adapting the number of antennas to TLV. Note that in
Publication V, the BS transmit power is assumed to be ﬁxed for any number of active
antennas and users.

4.2

Problem Deﬁnition

In this study, we aim at designing a multi-cell MM system that adapts the number of
active antennas to the network load and interference condition in order to maximize
average EE. The EE is deﬁned as the number of bits transferred per Joule of energy
and hence can be computed as the ratio of average sum rate (in bit/second) and the
average total power consumption (in Joule/second) [39]. If Pctot (Kc , Mc ) denotes
the total power consumed by an arbitrary BS c when serving Kc number of users
simultaneously using Mc antennas and Rc (Kc , Mc , {Md }d=c ) denotes the resulting
average data rate per user, the corresponding EE will be
EE =
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Kc Rc (Kc , Mc , {Md }d=c )
Average sum rate
=
Power consumption
Pctot (Kc , Mc )

(4.1)
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where {Md }d=c represents the number of antennas used by any other cell d, d = c.
Note that the network loads vary throughout the day. In order to capture the daily
load variation and maximize EE throughout the day, we model the load at each BS as
an M/G/m/m state-dependent queue. We divide the day into an arbitrary number
of time intervals H and ﬁnd the steady-state distribution of the users in each time
interval. We maximize the average EE by adapting the number of active antennas to
the number of active users at each user state while taking the received interference
into account. Let us consider that during the time interval, h, h ∈ H, the steady-state
probability of the BS c serving n number of users, i.e., P r[Kc = n] is denoted by
πc (h, n). The EE maximization problem for BS c can be written as

maximize
Mc

H 
m
(h)
(h)

nRc (n, Mc , {Md }d=c )
πc (h, n)
(h)
Pctot (n, Mc )
h=1 n=1

subject to: M(h)
c ∈ Sc
(h)

(4.2i)
(4.2ii)

(h)

where Rc (n, Mc , {Md }d=c ) is the average rate per user when there are n users in
(1)

(2)

(H)

the cell during time interval h. Mc = [Mc Mc ...Mc

(h)

] where Mc is the vector

that gives the number of antennas that maximizes the EE at different user states in
cell c during the time interval h.
It is important to note that EE optimization for any time interval h can be carried out
separately following the same procedure. Also, the number of antennas maximizing
EE for any user state n, Mc (n), n ∈ Uc , is independent of the antennas used for the
other user states in the same cell. Therefore, it is sufﬁcient to solve the optimization
problem (4.2) separately for each user state.

4.3

Fixed Power per BS

In Publication V, we assume the transmit power of a BS to be ﬁxed. Due to this assumption, the inter-cell interference becomes ﬁxed. Under this context, the problem
in (4.2i) reduces to ﬁnding the optimum number of active antennas for a given number
of users in a cell that maximizes the EE. Using (2.7) and (2.13), the optimum number
of antennas Mc for a given number of users Kc in (4.2i) becomes a quasi-concave
problem and the closed form expression for Mc can be derived as follows

Mc =

where γc =


 

c γc )C1 )
+1 − (1−Kc γc )
exp W0 γc C0 −(1−K
C1 e

(Pc
/Kc )
(Gcc N0 W + d=c Gcd Pd )

γc

(4.3)

and W0 is the main branch of the Lambert func-

tion [47, Equation (37)]. For TPA, we do not have such closed form expression for
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the Mc , however, as Mc and Kc are integer values, it is not computationally demanding to ﬁnd the optimum number of antennas by exhaustive search for a given number
of users.

4.3.1

Dimensioning of PA

The maximum output power of the PA, i.e., Pmax,PA is a very important design parameter, especially in the context of energy efﬁcient operation of the network that
experiences a highly varying load throughout the day. In order to achieve the highest
EE considering TLV as well as dynamic efﬁciency characteristics of the PA, we need
to solve the following problem

arg max:
Pmax,PA

m
24 

π(h, n)
h=1 n=1

nRc (n)
C0 +(C1BB +C1∗ Pmax,PA)Mc (n)

Subject to: Mc (n) ≥ n + 1, Pmax,PA ≥

Pc
100.8
Mc (n)

(4.4i)
(4.4ii)

where Rc (n) is the rate achieved by any user with the optimum number of antennas,
Mc (n) at the state Kc = n and C1∗ =


(1+)η .

The ﬁrst constraint comes from the

prerequisite of zero forcing precoding, i.e., the number of antennas is larger than
the number of users and the second constraint ensures that the minimum number of
antennas required to transmit at least Pc are active while considering 8 dB PAPR.
We solve this problem using an exhaustive search. Given the total transmit power
Pc , we can compute the value of Pmax,PA for any number of active antennas, Mc =
1, . . . , Mmax . We end up with Mmax number of different values for Pmax,PA and
select the one maximizing (4.4i).

4.3.2

Reference Network

Since EE is a quasi-concave function of the number of users and number of antennas [47], there is a global maximizer of EE(Mmax , Kmax ) corresponding to the optimum number of antennas Mmax and users Kmax which is also a stationary point in
the plane. In order to compare the performance of this load-adaptive antenna system,
we dimension the reference network in a way that it always runs with this Mmax antennas and Kmax corresponds to the highest load according to DLP, i.e., the reference
network attains the highest EE when serving maximum cell load.

4.3.3

Numerical Evaluation

We consider the downlink of a cellular network with 19 regular hexagonal cells where
the wrap around technique is applied in order to get rid of the boundary effect. The
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Table 4.1. Simulation parameters [39]

Reference parameters
Parameter
Number of cells
Grid size inside each cell
Cell radius: dmax
Minimum distance: dmin
Maximum PA efﬁciency at Pmax,PA
Path loss at distance d
Local oscillator power: PSYN
BS circuit power: PBS
Other power: POth
Power for data coding: PCOD
Power for data decoding: PDEC
Computational efﬁciency at BSs:LBS
Bandwidth
Total noise power
Channel coherence interval: Tc

Value
19
15000 points
500 m
35 m
80%
10−3.53
||d||3.76

2W
1W
18 W
0.1 W/(Gbit/s)
0.8 W/(Gbit/s)
12.8 Gﬂops/W
20 MHz
-96 dBm
1800 symbols

parameters used are provided in the Table 4.1. We illustrate the impact of different
maximum output power of the PA, i.e., Pmax,PA on EE in Fig. 4.1 and the corresponding number of antennas required to achieve the maximum EE for a given number of
users in Fig. 4.2. As the total average transmit power Pc is ﬁxed, the transmit power
per antenna Pc /Mc varies with the number of antennas. For the ‘variable’ curve,
Pmax,PA is variable, i.e., just 8 dB higher than the average output power of the PA
and hence gives an upper bound on EE. Note that in reality a PA is designed to deliver a ﬁxed Pmax,PA where it attains highest efﬁciency. Accordingly, the other plots
consider ﬁxed Pmax,PA disregarding the actual transmit power transmitted by each
antenna. Note that a minimum number of antennas need to be always active in order
to guarantee the ﬁxed transmit power. For example, an ‘8 dB’ plot represents the case
when at least 20 antennas are required to deliver total transmit power Pc = 20 W, see
Fig. 4.2. Note that we set pilot reuse factor α = 1 for this analysis.
It can be seen from these ﬁgures that very high Pmax,PA , e.g., 21 dB, is comparatively efﬁcient for small Kc as the number of antennas can be very small. However,
for large Kc , Mc is also large as it needs to be larger than Kc as a requirement for zero
forcing precoding. This results in low PA efﬁciency as low power per antenna leads
the PA operating point away from the compression region. On the other hand, when
the Pmax,PA is low, e.g., ‘1 dB’, it becomes very efﬁcient at high load as contribution
of an extra antenna as array gain exceeds its small incremental power contribution.
However, when serving only a few users, Mc cannot be reduced as much as required
to maximize EE. Due to low maximum transmit power few antennas cannot deliver
ﬁxed total transmit power. In Fig. 4.3, we show the beneﬁt of using PA with better
efﬁciency characteristics. In the TPA case, the efﬁciency reduces drastically if the
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Figure 4.1. Impact of the dimensioning of Pmax,PA on EE at different
cell loading (ET-PA).
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Figure 4.2. Required number of antennas, Mc for a given number of
users under different Pmax,PA maximizing EE.

Pmax,PA drifts away from the optimum value compared to the ET-PA. In Fig. 4.4,
we illustrate the performance of the load-adaptive antenna system compared to the
reference system. It is evident from Fig. 4.4 that there is a signiﬁcant increase in EE
with the adaptive antenna for almost all of the user states. We also observe that over
24 hour operation, overall gain in EE is 12% with an optimally dimensioned PA.

4.4

Average Fixed Power per Antenna

In Publications VI and VII, we design a further energy efﬁcient multi-cell MM system where the BSs are not constrained by ﬁxed total transmit power. Under the
assumption of independent fading and considering the fact that power gets averaged
over many sub-carriers, each antenna uses the same average power. We denote this
average transmit power per antenna by p, hence, the total transmit power of cell c,
Pc = pMc . The transmit power of any other cell d: d = c with Md active antennas,
Pd = pMd . Note that the average transmit power of a BS is not ﬁxed as it varies with
the number of active antennas.
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Figure 4.3. EE performance comparison between TPA and ET-PA.
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Figure 4.4. Comparison of EE between proposed load-adaptive system
and ﬁxed base line system for all user states.

4.4.1

EE Maximization Game

When the BS is serving a particular number of users n following (2.9), (2.13) and
(4.2), the objective function for this user state can be broadly written as


p Mnc (Mc − n)
β

Ec ≈
n log 1+
C 0 + C 1 Mc
N0 W Gcc + d=c pMd Gcd
where β = (1 −

αKmax B
Tc ) ln2 .

(4.5)

As the transmit power of a BS is proportional to the

number of active antennas and depends on the transmit power of interfering BSs
due to inter-cell interference, the number of active antennas for different cells are
coupled. As a result, the objective function in (4.2) for cell c is dependent on the
number of antennas used by other cells. The optimization problem (4.5) is not jointly
concave in Mc and Md for either TPA or ET-PA. However, this objective function
has a nice property of increasing differences in Mc and Md , ∀d ∈ C, d = c, in
the sense of Topkis [59]. Also, centralized optimization of a network consisting of
BSs with MM necessitates exchange of huge information. From practical point of
view, distributed algorithm is more suitable in this context. Because of that we use
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a BRI-based distributed algorithm that allows each cell to determine the number of
active antennas. We resort to a game theoretic approach to show the convergence of
the proposed algorithm to a Nash equilibrium.
We deﬁne the EE maximization game, G(C, S, E) where the players are the BSs,
S = S1 × S2 × · · · × SC is the strategy space (i.e., space of number of active
antennas used at different user states), and E = Ec (Mc , M−c ), c ∈ C is the utility of
the players (i.e., EE of the different cells). Note that the set Sc is a function of M−c
i.e., the number of antennas used by all other cells that interfere with cell c and can
be written as
Sc (M−c ) = {Mc (n) : n+1≤ Mc (n) ≤ Mmax , ∀n ∈ Uc }

(4.6)

where the lower bound comes from the constraint for zero forcing. The best response
is the strategy (or strategies) that produces the most favorable outcome for a player
given other players’ strategies. The use of the best response strategy gives rise to a
dynamic system of the form
Mc = arg maxMc ∈Sc (M−c ) Ec (Mc , M−c ), ∀c.

(4.7)

The BRI starts from any cell c by initializing the number of antennas of all the cells
as the maximum Mmax . We iterate over all the cells and optimize the antenna vector
for each cell. The iterations are carried out until the antenna vector for each cell
converges, i.e., there is one iteration where none of the numbers of antennas changes.
The convergence properties of the supermodular game has been discussed in Section
2.5 and in Publication VII.

4.4.2

Performance Evaluation

We consider the similar network scenario and parameters as provided in 4.3.3. The
reference scenario described in Section 4.3.2 has been improved by considering the
fact that the fraction of time when the BS serves no user is longer under an adaptive
antenna scheme compared to the reference case. Note that in the reference case all the
antennas are kept on as long required. This results in a high user rate because of high
array gain and reduces the active time of the BSs as interferers. This has been taken
into account while ﬁnding the total energy saving potential for a fair comparison.
Also, we use a pilot reuse factor of 7 and a channel coherence interval, Tc = 5000
symbols in Publication VII.
Fig. 4.5 gives the interplay between Kc and Mc . When the EE is optimized over Kc ,
Mc adapts to the user proﬁle resulting in an approximately linear relation between Mc
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and Kc . However, the ratio between Mc and Kc is quite high when the BS serves
only a few users and ends up around two at high load. When Kc is very small, the
energy consumed by activation of an additional antenna is not signiﬁcant compared
to the ﬁxed energy consumption but contributes signiﬁcantly to increase the EE due
to higher array gain, i.e., (Mc − Kc ). We also observe that even though the number
of antennas used for a particular user state at different loads do not vary much (see
Fig. 4.5), the average number of antennas used by a BS at different loads varies
signiﬁcantly due to the probability distribution of the users at different loads, see
Fig. 2.2.
In Fig. 4.6, we show the hourly average EE throughout the day following the DLP
for both the TPA and ET-PA. The plots for ﬁxed antenna cases are generated from
the reference case whereas the plots for adaptive antenna cases are obtained by solving the optimization problem in 4.2. In general, the EE increases with the increase in
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antenna schemes.

load for both the reference case and our scheme for both TPA and ET-PA. Our scheme
achieves a signiﬁcantly higher EE compared to the reference case at low load. However, this EE gain keeps decreasing with the increase in load. At the peak load, the
gain is insigniﬁcant as the probability of having a small number of users which allows
EE improvement by reducing the number of antennas is very low, see Fig. 2.2.
In Fig. 4.7 we present the actual power consumption for different network loads in
both the adaptive antenna scheme and the ﬁxed antennas, i.e., the reference case. It
is observed that power consumption is drastically reduced at low load as the number of active antennas are allowed to be low following the load under the adaptive
scheme. We also observe that over 24 hours of operation, the energy saving potential
by adopting an adaptive antenna scheme over the reference case is around 40%.
Fig. 4.8 shows the trade-off between the EE and the average user rate at different
loads for TPA. At very low load the EE has been increased by around 250% at the cost
of an around a 50% reduction of the average user data rate. However, whenever the
load of the system increases, both the gain in EE and loss of user rate get reduced.
We also observe that over the 24 hours of operation, the EE has been found to be
improved around 24% at the cost of around a 12% reduction in user rate. Note that
the gain in EE and loss in percentage user rate is quite similar for both TPA and
ET-PA.
Another observation indicates that the EE increases with the decrease in cell size,
and Mmax , Kmax and optimum p decrease with the decrease in cell size.
It is evident from Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.9 that the efﬁciency of the PA has a signiﬁcant
impact on the energy efﬁcient design of the network. In the TPA case, the efﬁciency
falls drastically when the operating point moves away from Pmax,PA , whereas ETPA achieves higher efﬁciency over a wider operating region. Therefore, each BS
uses more antennas with TPA compared to ET-PA with less power per antenna as
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a means of pushing a higher number of antennas to operate near the compression
region to reap the beneﬁt of higher PA efﬁciency. Also note that the TPA requires a
comparatively higher number of users to be served simultaneously in order to achieve
the maximum EE. Nevertheless, ET-PA yields higher EE for both the reference case
and our scheme compared to TPA for any given cell radius. We have also observed
that even though the change in cell radius and PA dimensioning impacts the EE, the
improvement in EE by our scheme remains quite similar.

4.5

Discussion

In this work, we ﬁrst design a multi-cell network with load-adaptive MM system and
investigate the impact of DLP on the design of the PA and antenna number adaptation
while maximizing EE considering the total BS transmit power to be ﬁxed. Modeling
a BS with MM as a M/G/m/m queue, we generate the user distribution following
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the DLP and show that TLV has a signiﬁcant impact on the design of the PAs. We
observe that there is a clear choice for the optimum value of Pmax,PA . From the
comparison between the performance of TPA and ET-PA, it has been found that the
ET-PA having better efﬁciency over wider operating range than TPA not only yields
higher EE but also provides more ﬂexibility to design the PA. Numerical analysis
also suggests that this load-adaptive MM system along with optimally dimensioned
PA increases network EE by about 12% even when compared to a base line network
where the BSs run with a ﬁxed number of antennas that yield highest EE at 100%
cell loading.
Next we consider a system where the BS transmit power varies with the number of
antennas and investigate the potential to improve EE by dynamically adapting MM
systems to the TLV. We consider the average transmit power per antenna to be ﬁxed.
Note that we assume the transmit power to be limited by the PAs and not by any
regulatory aspects.
We develop a game theory based distributed algorithm that yields signiﬁcant gain
in EE at the cost of reducing the average user data rate at low user load. However,
the rate degradation while increasing the EE comes from the fact that we consider a
very tight reference case. In our reference case, the system considers the complete
shut-down of all the antennas when the BS is not serving any user. This reduces the
interference signiﬁcantly resulting in high data rates for some users which in turn
allows the BS to reduce its activity time further. Over the 24 hours of operation, EE
has been found to be improved by around 24% along with an energy saving potential
of around 40% while the corresponding reduction in user rates is found to be around
12%.
Note that in these analyses, the algorithms are developed for a simple rate formula
based on perfect CSI and does not consider pilot contamination. Also, for the queuing
model, we do not consider any waiting place, i.e., we do not allow any users to
wait if the system already has the maximum number of users, Kmax . These models
are selected for analytical simplicity but we believe that they nevertheless provide
valuable insight to the EE behavior of load-adaptive MM systems.
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In this thesis, we provide PA efﬁciency and DLP aware system level energy efﬁcient
schemes for a wireless access network. First we model the efﬁciency characteristics
of the leading PA (i.e., ET-PA) to be used for the NGN wireless network. With the
help of the ﬂow level throughput model provided by Bonald et al. in [48, 49, 51],
we formulate the energy minimization problem in the downlink of a multi-cell wireless network under delay constraint. Our best response based distributed algorithm
identiﬁes the transmit powers for different users’ location that minimize total energy
consumption in the presence of inter-cell interference and slow fading. The results
from numerical analysis indicate that the energy saving potential depends on the network load and PA type. At low to medium load, the energy saving potential from
the PA consumption part is substantial at the cost of very small additional delay. For
ET-PA, energy saving is signiﬁcant even at network load as high as 90%. However,
the TPA does not save any energy beyond a network loading of 60%.
Note that these results have been generated by ignoring the processing power consumption in the BS. Also, the idle power consumption when the BS is not transmitting
is also ignored in order to focus on the energy saving potential in the PA. The contemporary work by Tombaz S. in [3] and Hiltunen K. in [72] shows that energy can be
saved in the BS by transmitting at the maximum transmit power as long it is needed
and then going into micro sleep mode, i.e. employing discontinuous transmission
(DTX). Also, energy consumption during DTX is considered to be less than the energy consumed by the BS during the idle period (i.e., few components can be turned
off when idle). The total energy saving potential will be larger if DTX can be employed along with energy-delay trade-off as it has been shown to perform better than
either of the two mechanisms working alone [73, 74] in a single cell context. However, studies in [73, 74] do not consider the non-ideal PA efﬁciency characteristics.
Similar studies considering non-ideal PA efﬁciency characteristics under multi-cell
context can be a future direction of this work.
Second, we investigate the impact of additional delay in the downlink on the energy
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consumption of MT. Though the power consumed in the PA is much less than the processing power of the MT, our results indicate that the excess energy consumed in the
MT due to the additional delay in the downlink can be compensated for by applying
a small delay in the uplink for the most load combinations except those combinations
where the downlink load is very high and uplink load is very low. Note that so called
tail energy which is consumed due to the PA staying at the high energy state after each
transaction dominates the energy consumption of the MT. Using proxy at the BS to
accumulate and bundle data before transferring it to the MT has been suggested as a
means to reduce the number of tails and reduce energy wastage [110]. Energy-delay
trade-off involving proxy can be a future direction of this work.
Next we investigate the impact of delay and PA efﬁciency on the densiﬁcation of
network with small cells. Varying the number of small cells is found to be energy
efﬁcient way to cope with the TLV as also suggested in [3, 111, 112]. It is also
found that PA with improved efﬁciency characteristics not only saves energy but also
impacts the energy efﬁcient load sharing between the tiers.
When increasing the number of micro BSs to meet higher capacity demand, the
micro BS can be switched on later in case the PA is more energy efﬁcient. When an
extra micro BS is required to handle the excess capacity with increasing network load
for a TPA case, the ET-PA still stays energy efﬁcient with the same number of micro
BSs to some extent with increase in load. This essentially means that a network with
inefﬁcient PAs may require more BSs to handle the certain load ranges for energy
efﬁcient densiﬁcation.
Note that the model for ﬂow level throughput we used is valid only for proportional
fair allocation. However, to the best of our knowledge, existing literature does not
study the utilization of energy-delay trade-off in the presence of inter-cell interference
and fading. Our scheme does not only take those into account but also provides a
distributed algorithm that ensures energy efﬁcient dynamic operation of the network
that is able to cope with the TSLV.
Although MM systems can improve the SE and EE simultaneously by more than
100 times compared to a SISO system [40], it is important that MM maintain high
EE disregarding the TLV. In this study ﬁrst we consider a multi-cell MM system with
ﬁxed transmit power per BS in order to investigate the impact of PA dimensioning on
the EE. We formulate the problem that takes twenty-four hour load variation into consideration while dimensioning the PA for improved EE. Our results indicate that PA
with improved efﬁciency characteristics not only yields higher EE but also provides
close to the maximum EE for a wider range of designated maximum power of the
PA whereas for TPA the EE falls sharply if the maximum power drifts away from the
optimum value. With this ﬁxed transmit power per BS constraint (i.e., ﬁxed inter-cell
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interference), each BS can ﬁnd its number of antennas maximizing EE analytically
and such antenna adaptation can improve EE over the day by 12%.
When we relax the ﬁxed transmit power per BS constraint and we assume that the
PA per antenna transmits the same average power, the EE maximization problem
for the BSs becomes coupled due to the inter-cell interference. We develop a best
response based optimization algorithm where each BS decides the optimum number
of antennas iteratively and we use a game theoretic approach to prove the convergence
to a Nash equilibrium. Our results indicate that both the increase in EE and reduction
in rate is signiﬁcant during low load and keeps becoming inconsequential with the
increase in network load. Overall, EE can be improved by around 24% along with
an energy saving potential of around 40% at the cost of around 12% reduction in the
user rate over a day.
Note that for both cases, we model the BS as a state dependent M/G/m/m queue
that does not allow any queuing as the steady-state distribution of the M/G/m with
queuing is not analytically tractable. However, this queuing model is used to ﬁnd
the steady-state distribution of the users and our scheme can be used for any other
queuing model that can give the steady-state distribution of the users.
Note that we do not consider the impact of pilot contamination and also utilize
a simpliﬁed rate formula with the assumption of perfect CSI. Furthermore, in this
analysis, we do not consider any residual power consumption when an antenna is
turned off, especially with the probability of it being turned on immediately (which
can be a item for further study). However, existing literature hardly consider the
multi-cell scenario to analyze the EE of MM. In [39], a multi-cell scenario is analyzed
by simulation to show that EE is still concave with number of antennas similar to the
single cell scenario and in [109], a seven-cell system with MM has been analyzed to
conclude that using the minimum number of antennas to provide the required average
sum rate is the most energy efﬁcient. However, to the best of our knowledge, no
study considers the antenna adaptation of MM systems to improve EE in multi-cell
scenario. In our study, we not only consider inter-cell interference, but also devise
a mechanism to dynamically adapt the number of antennas in order to maximize EE
and cope with the TLV.
The EE performance of MM and small cells have been compared in [113, 114] and
the combined operation has shown to be more energy efﬁcient in [115, 116]. Similar
analysis involving inter-cell interference can be a future direction of this work as well.
Also, the antenna adaptation scheme developed under this study can be compared
with the extensive use of micro sleep, i.e., DTX and can be combined with their joint
operation with or without minimum rate constraints for the users.
In this analysis, we do not consider any selection policy when reducing the number
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of active antennas. However, all the antennas do not contribute equally, especially,
when serving a low number of users [117]. Selecting those subset of antennas that
contribute most when adapting the number of antennas may result in signiﬁcant improvement in EE and can be a good candidate as future work.
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Errata

Publication V
Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 5, and Fig. 8 should be replaced by the Fig. 4.1, Fig. 4.2, Fig. 4.3
and Fig. 4.4 respectively.
The y-axis labels for Fig. 4, Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 should be scaled down according to
Fig. 4.3 where corrected labels for TPA and ET-PA for 20 W case is shown.
The energy savings over a day should be 12% instead of 30%.
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